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Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival Baekje Village

� � The� Baekje� Village� is� a� dynamic� pavilion� where� the� living� quarters� of� the�

Baekje� people� and� their� barracks� are� revived� and� Baekje’s� brilliant� history� and� culture,�

as� well� as� various� historical� events,� traditional� plays� and� military� camps� can� be�

experienced� as� if� going� back� in� time� to� baekje� period� 2,000� years� ago

 Introduction and background of main event1

  ❑ Program Background 

     ○ There is a need to inform Korean and foreign tourists about the history 

and culture of the Baekje, which was established 2,000 years ago and 

has flourished with glorious culture for about five hundred years in the 

present-day Songpa area 

     ○ There is a need to develop a representative program encompassing 

the themes of a traditional history and culture festival.

     ○ Consists of Baekje cultural spaces and content that festival participants 

can watch and enjoy.

  ❑ Program Introduction 

     ○ Time : 2013.10. 3(Thu) ~ 10. 6(Sun)

     ○ Venue : Global Village Square of Olympic Park

     ○ Features : Comprised of programs, through which participants can have 

hands-on experiences with Baekje military camp and traditional 

plays

     ○ Contents : Baekje Village with the three theme zones

       - 01 Play zone (traditional game, Baekje cultural experience, traditional 

theme show and performances)

       - 02 History education zone (historical and cultural education program 

connected to Hanseong Baekje Museum)

       - 03 Baekje military camp zone (Taekgyeon and sword art training, 

archery, Baekje General Contest, military camp and prison experience)
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    Map of Baekje Village

 Description and purpose / objective of Event 2

  ❑ Motives

     ○ Reproduce the history and culture of the ancient kingdom of Baekje 

where a glorious civilization blossomed

     ○ Provide opportunities to learn about the history of Baekje and experience 

their culture

     ○ An event where both local residents and tourists can participate and enjoy

  ❑ Goals

     ○ As a core program of Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival, one of the 

key traditional history and culture events of Seoul, the program is 

designed to attract both Korean and foreign tourists and develop the festival 

as a tourism product.

     ○ Inform the public about the historical backgrounds of the Hanseong Baekje 

and increase awareness of the historical and cultural aspects of Songpa. 

     ○ Visitor-oriented program where people can learn about Baekje’s 

history and culture through diverse experiences.
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 Target audience and attendance / number of participants3

  ❑ Target visitors and number of participants of the Baekje Village

    ○ Target visitors : all tourists who visit Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival

    ○ Number of participants : Approximately 570,000 people

   ※ Number of Visitors to Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival

(unit: person)

     

Category
Tourist (person)

NoteTotal 
(A=B+C)

Koreans(B) Foreigner(C)

Hanseong Baekje 
Cultural Festival

579,742 573,824 5,918

    ○ Method of evaluation

      ◦ The number of visitors is based on [The report of survey results on 

local residents and professionals] by Songpa-gu and [The evaluation 

of cultural tourism festival and visitor analysis] by the Research Center 

for Tourism Events at Pai Chai University.

      ◦ Method of calculating the total number of visitors

        ① No. of local visitors : 304,365 persons

          1) 660,000persons(Songpa-gu residents) × 36%(participation rate) = 237,600persons

          2) Weighted values for number of visits - day1 82.8%, day2 9.7%, day3 4.1%, day4 3.4%

             - 237,600persons ×  9.7% × 1day = 23,047persons

             - 237,600persons ×  4.1% × 2day = 19,483persons

             - 237,600persons ×  3.4% × 3day = 24,235persons

        ② Visitors from other areas in Korea : 275,377persons

            - Estimated ratio of local visitors(52.5%) and non-local visitors(47.5%) 

        ③ Total no. of visitors : 304,365 + 275,377 =  579,742persons

     ◦ Method of calculating the total number of foreign visitors

        ① Total value is obtained by adding weight created when taking the 

run-off effect of the weekend and the festival effects to the number of 

foreign visitors to nearby Lotte World during October into consideration 

– refer to data on the Tourism Knowledge Information System

           - 44,389persons(October) / 30days × 4days(festival duration) = 5,918persons
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 Overall revenue/expense budget of event4

  ❑ Program Budget : $50,653

    

Category Item Own Budget Sponsorship

Total 42,458 8,195

Facility

Straw-thatched tent 3,950

Military tent & gear 2,962

Baekje Village installation & 
equipment transportation

24,684 2,270

Large scale tools& traditional 
game gears

3,950

Labor cost
Extra actors & actresses 1,975 1,185

Makeup 1,185

Military 

camp

Military camp Taekgyeon 
trainer

2,370

Military camp guide 1,185

Performance Musical Ido-Hansan 4,937

  ❑ Overall profit : No extra profits from free experience programs and 
free performances

 Tie-in of program to main festival5

  ❑ Basic Direction

     ❖ Comprised of programs through which visitors can personally 

participate and experience Hanseong Baekje’s history and culture

     ❖ Strengthen the theme programs that reproduce the founding of 

the Hanseong Baekje and its golden age

     ❖ Reproduce a lively Baekje Village with various Baekje-themed 

performances
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  ❑ Programs that reflect a theme

 Theme 1_ Play Zone

   ○ Baekje games that people of Baekje enjoyed

▸ Stage for experiencing traditional games from the Baekje Period, such 

as Ssangyook, Tuho,Jeopo,etc.

▸ Baekje costume wearing, Baekje earthenware making, Baekje 

pattern-making, Baekje relic hunting, crown making, etc.

▸ Guides and signboards with descriptions for each game are placed 

throughout the Village in order for the visitors to undergo a more 

comprehensible experience. 

   ○ Baekje’s everyday experience zone

▸ Baekje Village located on the front lawn of Mongchontoseong, an 

earthen fortification from the Hanseong Baekje Period, will make visitors 

feel as if they are in an actual village with real Baekje villagers.

   ○ Traditional play Hanmadang

▸ Perform traditional performances, such as folk songs, Pungmul band, 

traditional dance, Songpa SandaeNori (mask dance), etc.

▸ Provide various attractions to Baekje Village visitors with traditional 

performances taking place across the village

   ○ Various performance at Baekje Village

▸ A lawsuit from the Baekje Period is reproduced and visitors can 

participate in a mock trial where they punish the prisoners with 

Gonjang sticks

▸ A group of beggars from Baekje Period is reproduced and they go around 

the village begging and teasing the visitors, and eventually get imprisoned.
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  Theme 2_ History education zone

   ○ Baekje history and culture tour in cooperation with the Hanseong 

Baekje Museum

▸ Special operation of a professional guide from the Hanseong Baekje Museum 

who provides expert commentaries on the history of the Baekje Period

▸ Run special exhibitions at the Museum during the festival

   ○ Hanseong Baekje-themed Musical [Ido-Hansan]

▸ Contents: a musical performance based on the Ido-Hansan (capital 

relocation to Hansan) of King Geun, who completed the national 

foundation of Baekje and achieved the Baekje golden age.

▸ Composition : musical performance (arias and chorus by King Geun, the 

Queen, etc.) + choreography (martial art performance by 

a Baekje warrior)

 

  Theme 3_ Baekje military camp zone

   ○ Experience the military camps of Baekje where visitors can feel 

King Geun’s adventurous spirit

▸ Exhibit actual military camps, along with large-scale tools, watchtower, 

and wooden barricades used at wars during the Baekje Period.

▸ Operate programs, through which visitors can try on the armor of 

Baekje soldiers and take pictures

▸ Stimulate visitors’curiosity by presenting an operations conference with 

generals and soldiers
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  ○ Baekje military base experience camp

▸ Target : pre-registered applicants (50 persons/day)

▸ Time : 10:00 ~ 18:00

▸ Contents : military training at Baekje military camp, traditional martial arts 

(Taekgyeon and swordsmanship), archery and Baekje general 

contest

▸ Completion : give out certificates of completion and Hanseong Baekje 

character souvenirs to all participants

 

   ○ Various street performances attracting visitor interests

▸ During the inspection tour of the King of Baekje, the King and Queen  

make a surprising appearance at Baekje Village along with the soldiers. 

Visitors are entertained as they watch the tour and take pictures.

▸ There is an antigravity-human performance, where visitors get to see 

a person floating in the air

  
  ◈ “Let the world know the spirits of Baekje, the Great Marine Power!”

    ▸ A performance that reproduces the sending-off of the Honbul in order to 

win the war against Goguryeo

Arrival of 

the Honbul ➭ Honbul

Delivery ➭ Honbul

Torching ➭ March to

Battle

Honbul Torching Performance
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 Duration of program (start to finish) and years program has been part of event6

  ❑ Operation period : 2013. 10. 3 ~ 10. 6 / 10:00 ~ 19:00

     ○ Experience program : open run 10:00 ~ 19:00

     ○ Traditional performance : twice a day (15:00~16:00 / 17:00~18:00)

     ○ Musical Ido-Hansan : once a day (15:00~16:00)

     ○ Honbul torching performance : once a day 11:00~11:30

     ○ Street performance : 4 times a day (11:00/13:00/15:00/17:00)

     ○ Hanseong Baekje history experience tour : 6 times a day 

  ❑ Years of program operation : Total 6 years (8th Festival ~ 13th Festival)

 Description of sponsor / volunteer / school / other group involvement with 
event and benefits to eachgroup involvement with event and benefits to each

7

NO Group
Organization 

Name
Introduction

1 Sponsor Woori Bank
Established in 1899, Woori Bank is the representative 

bank of Korea. The bank has been continuously supporting 

the Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival every year.   

2 Sponsor 
 Lotte 

Corporation

As a company involved in real estate, logistics, and 

the leisure business, Lotte Corporation has been continuously 

supporting Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival every year.

3 Sponsor  Lotte World
As a company operating the largest indoor theme park 

in Korea, Lotte World has been continuously supporting 

the Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival every year.

4 Sponsor 

Korea Sports 

Promotion 

Foundation 

(KSPO)

As a nonprofit foundation, KSPO commemorates the 

Seoul Olympic Games and runs business for promoting 

sports. The organization provides venues, electricity, 

water, and PR for the event free of charge. 

5
Event 

Operation

 Songpa Cultural 

Center

The organization excavates and distributes native 

cultural resources in Songpa in order to satisfy the 

cultural appetites of local residents. The center 

operates various experience booths in the Baekje Village

7 Volunteer 
 Songpa-gu 

Volunteer Center
Advertise and recruit volunteers for the festival

8 Volunteer 
Songpa-gu Youth 

District Office 

Evaluation Team

The evaluation team consists of youths and evaluates 

the policies of Songpa-gu. The youths evaluate the 

overall performance of the festival, operate experience 

booths, and provide volunteer works

9 School

Kindergarten, 

elementary 

school, middle 

and high school

School children of various ages provide help with 

the operation of the festival, cleaning up, and 

volunteering, and also participate in the experience 

education programs.
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 What makes the event unique & creative8

 Tradition & Modern

  01 Organize a space where the past and present of the Hanseong 

Baekje coexists

◦ A festival baded on Songpa’s history, the Baekje Village, along with 

its present-day modern exhibitions and experience programs

◦ Three themes make Baekje Village a place full of stories to explore

◦ Create a venue to experience the tradition through the harmony that 

exists between experience programs and newly developed programs

  02 Provide content through which the history and culture of Hanseong Baekje 

(Songpa) can be experienced hands-on.  

◦ Baekje Village, which stretches out across the front lawns of the 

Hanseong Baekje Museum, is made up of programs where history can 

be learned and explored in connection to the history education 

programs of the museum.

◦ Operate the Baekje Military Camp where visitors can have hands-on 

experiences about the Baekje’s military barracks. 

◦ Offer various chances to learn of the culture of the Baekje by going 

into the Baekje Period 

  03 Present original shows and various performances embodying the 

themes of the Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival

◦ Honbul Torching Event that reproduces the sending-off of Honbul in 

order to win the war against Goguryeo

◦ Open run of the Musical [Ido-Hansan] themed around King Geun’s 

capital relocation to Hansan.

◦ Open run of the parade of King Geun and his armies in the golden 

age of the Baekje

◦ Present a fun and joyful Baekje Village as professional actors and 

actresses perform road shows across the Village.
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 Overall effectiveness / success of program9

  ❑ Overall Effect

     ○ As a core program that coincides with the festival theme, Baekje Village 

establishes the festival’s identity, which is the history and culture of 

the Baekje Hanseong era, and also increases public interest

     ○ Provides unique entertainment to foreign visitors as the program encompasses 

the strengths of the Baekje Period that present different cultural aspects 

and attractions from existing traditional culture.

     ○ As a key traditional history and culture event of Seoul, this main program 

is designed to attract tourists as a tourism product.

     ○ Contribute to the vitalization of the local economy by attracting tourists

     ○ Provide various attractions and entertainment by utilizing facilities and 

props that reflect the theme of the festival, and as a result, motivate 

continuous program participation from visitors. 

  ❑ Success Point

     ○ As students from kindergartens, elementary, middle and high school within 

Songpa-gu participate in the experience program, advance publicity is 

given to prospective festival participants

     ○ By offering visitor-oriented programs with multiple hands-on experiences 

and entertainment, the program increases visitors’satisfaction and hence 

causes revisits from family visitors.

 Improvements over past programs and resulting effects10

  ❑ Program improvements

     ○ Separated the venues for modern experience and exhibition programs 

and the venues for the Baekje Village

  ▸ Reproduced the military camps and living quarters on the lawns in 

front of Mongchontoseong to depict what an actual village from 

the Baekje Period would look like.
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○ By operating a history education program in cooperation with the 

Hanseong Baekje Museum, the program offers entertainment as well as 

opportunities to learn about the history of one’s own hometown.

     ○ Newly developed visitor-attracting programs that utilize the history of 

the Hanseong Baekje

 ◦ Inspection tour by the King and Queen of Baekje along with soldiers, 

Honbul torching performance, musical [Ido-Hansan]

     ○ As volunteers put on the Baekje costumes, the overall scenery of Baekje 

Village becomes authentic and natural 

  ❑ Resulting Effects

     ○ Provide history education of Hanseong Baekje and attract public interest 

by entertaining festival visitors
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AppendixAppendix

Title Hanseong Baekje Experience Village

Description Entrance to the Hanseong Baekje Experience Village and view of 
the village

Title Baekje military camp

Description Watchtower and large-scale tools used for war

Title Baekje military camp

Description Professional actors and participating visitors create a mood through 
which visitors feel as if they are in an actual military camp.
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Title Baekje military camp

Description Scene of traditional martial art training during the experience 
program at the Baekje military camp

Title King and Queen’s inspection tour

Description Inspection tour performance by the King and Queen of the 
Baekje along with soldiers

Title Musical [Ido-Hansan]

Description Musical performance with Hanseong Baekje themes
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Title Experience Baekje’s traditional plays

Description Traditional Ssangyook and Jeopo plays

Title General experience programs

Description Baekje costume experience and other Baekje experience programs

Title Various performances at the Baekje Village

Description Performance by professional actors and a picture of visitor 
experience


